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We chose our History Day topic by considering that Luke enjoys the outdoors, Bailey is interested in environmental issues, and we wanted to do a regional topic with broad implications. A court case seemed like a logical choice for the theme “Turning Points in History.” As we researched Minnesota court cases, we read about Freeborn County v. Bryson and recognized that the case fit our criteria.

We found many sources that were useful to our project. The most important was our phone interview with Joseph Sax, a pioneer in environmental law, former counselor to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of the Interior in President Clinton’s administration, and current professor emeritus at Berkeley School of Law. He helped us to understand the national implications of the role that the Minnesota Supreme Court case Freeborn County v. Bryson played in establishing citizen suit legislation. Another significant source was the Minnesota Historical Society oral history interview with William Bryson, which provided us with details of the case. We found several law review journal articles, which helped us to understand the legal implications of the Bryson case, as well as to clarify its legal jargon. Other academic journals provided us with a better understanding of Aldo Leopold’s land ethic and its influence on environmental legislation. We also conducted email interviews with Vicki Munson, a North Star Sierra Club representative, Charles Dayton, an attorney involved in the passage of the 1971 Minnesota Environmental Rights Act (MERA), and Doug Norris, current Minnesota Department of Natural Resources (DNR) Wetlands Program Coordinator. Additionally, we conducted an email and personal interview with John Idstrom, an expert witness for Bryson’s case from the DNR, as well as two personal interviews with Bill Bryson at his home in Alden, Minnesota. Mr.
Bryson showed us a scrapbook with newspaper and journal articles about the case, many of which we later found on microfilm during our two visits to the Minnesota Historical Society.

Our greatest difficulty in our research was the changing focus of our project due to the many implications of the case. What began as a project about wetland legislation broadened into one about the much larger issue of environmental law. Later, it came to include the ethics underlying the study and application of environmental law. This required us to continually rethink our thesis and extend our research.

Our project ties to the theme “Turning Points in History” because the Minnesota Supreme Court decision in *Freeborn County v. Bryson* was a turning point in environmental legislation. Citing Aldo Leopold’s land ethic, the case firmly established the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act as a precedent for future citizen suits, shifting the role of environmental protection from government agencies to citizens. As a result, the Act has been used as a model for citizen suit legislation in other states, as well as at the national level. In addition, the plight of Minnesota’s wetlands was addressed and Bryson’s marsh was saved.
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This statute encouraged the drainage of wetlands in Minnesota. It provided us with context for the lack of environmental protection of wetlands in the 1800s and the calls for environmental protection in the 1970s.


We used this video to illustrate the poetic Minnesota Supreme Court decision from the 1976 case Freeborn County v. Bryson that we used in the introduction to our documentary.


Some of the specific issues addressed by the courts in the Freeborn case the first time it reached the state level were discussed in this newspaper article, as well as other details of the case from a firsthand perspective. It helped us to understand these issues and the specific processes of the case.


This newspaper article from the Albert Lea Tribune reported on the second Minnesota Supreme Court decision. Because it was written after the second decision, it provided us with an overview of the entire ordeal, beginning with the first county case.


This Minneapolis Star article not only helped us to further understand the story of the Freeborn case, it also provided us with an example of how the case drew public attention to the environment.


We were able to look at this scrapbook, put together by Mr. Bryson's wife, when we visited the Bryson home the second time. It contained newspaper clippings about the case, some of which we were later able to find on microfilm at the Minnesota Historical Society. Unfortunately, many of the dates or names of the original newspapers were cut off, which prevented us from finding them.

We were given a more in-depth view of Mr. Bryson's experiences with the court cases by watching this interview. It was conducted closer to the time of the case than our personal interview and therefore, his experiences were fresher in his memory than at the time of our interview with him.


Our personal interview with Mr. Bryson provided us with his story in his own words. He also answered several questions we had about the case and its national implications.


This interview transcript provided a thorough first person account of Freeborn County vs. Bryson. We used this to understand Mr. Bryson's story and answer the remaining questions after our interview with him.


Written by William Bryson, this article, one of the first we read about our topic, contains Mr. Bryson's personal account of the Freeborn County v. Bryson case. It helped us to understand the order of the court cases and presented us with the emotional aspect of the story.


A *New York Times* bestseller at the time, this book brought public attention to the need for environmental protection in the early 1960s. From it, we learned that attitudes toward the environment were undergoing a major shift in the 1960s.

Chapter 468, Minn. Sess. Law Serv. 794 (West 1937).

This statute was proposed to conserve, protect, and utilize the water resources of the state, but allowed the drainage of wetlands and focused on government protection. We used this to demonstrate how wetlands were left out of earlier environmental protection laws, and how the environment was protected by the government, not by individuals.
Chapter 108, No. 108 Minn. Sess. Law Serv. 141 (West 1883).

This statute declared that any landowner could drain their land as long as the drainage did not affect another property. It is another example of the government control of environmental legislation prior to the passage of the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act and the Freeborn case, as well as an example of a lack of concern for the environment in general.

Chapter 142, Minn. Sess. Law Serv. 218 (West 1947).

The policy of water conservation held by the Minnesota Government in 1947 was declared in this statute. From it, we learned that environmental protection was the government’s role at that time; individual citizens could do little to protect the environment even if it involved their property.

Chapter 257, Minn. Sess. Law Serv. 278 (West 1897).

This statute defined the rights of shore property owners on the beds of streams or lakes within the state. It provided us with another example of government action, rather than individual citizen action, to protect the environment.


This court case was the second Minnesota Supreme Court decision, with the Court again ruling in Mr. Bryson's favor. We used the content of the case to demonstrate the precedent it set in its application of the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act and how it was a turning point in environmental legislation.


In this Minnesota Supreme Court case, the first time Bryson reached the state level, the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act was established as a precedent for future citizen suits, although this was challenged by the county and the case was tried again.
Dayton, Charles. E-mail interview by the author. March 4, 2013.

Our email interview with Mr. Dayton cleared up several legal questions we had regarding the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act and confirmed the importance of the Bryson case.


This court case provided us with a modern example of a citizen suit at the national level. It was a challenge to the Clean Water Act and broadened the definition of who has standing in a citizen suit.


This article provided us with an in-depth description of the U.S. Supreme Court case, *Friends of the Earth v. Laidlaw*, and discussed its importance as a reversal in a decade-long trend of disfavoring citizen suits.


This final installment of a three part series of articles on wetland drainage was written after the second decision. It helped us to understand public opinion on wetland drainage, as well as provided an interesting perspective, blaming the county for environmental damage.


Mr. Idstrom, in our personal interview with him, defined wetlands, explained his role in the case, and taught us about the Public Waters Inventory. He also clarified for us the disaster putting a road through a wetland would cause to the environment.


This telephone interview confirmed that Mr. Idstrom was a witness who testified for Mr. Bryson in the court cases. He also answered a few preliminary questions we had about the case as well as his involvement.

This article helped us to understand the general feeling of activism held by the public, specifically farmers trying to protect their land, in the mid-1970s. It mentions Mr. Bryson in the context of historic farmer revolt against the government, arguably placing him in an unfavorable light.


Aldo Leopold’s concept of "Land Ethic" is a central thread through much of environmental law, including *Freeborn County v. Bryson* and the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act.


This newspaper article described the general court case history, and established that the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act (MERA) limited the power of a county to condemn land. It also explained how the highway would adversely affect the environment and demonstrated why the case was ruled in favor of Mr. Bryson under MERA.


This article discussed some of the implications that building a road would have on Mr. Bryson's marsh.


The author of this editorial argued that the road’s benefits would outweigh the negative environmental effects, and questioned Mr. Bryson’s intentions, as had been done in the past with many farmers trying to protect the environment. It provided us with a different perspective on *Freeborn County v. Bryson*.


This article helped us to understand some of the technical aspects of the cases, such as the possibility for the road, which had been disallowed on Mr. Bryson’s marsh, being moved to his neighbor’s land.


The Minnesota Environmental Rights Act was the basis for the rulings in favor of William Bryson in both cases brought before the court. It was validated when the Minnesota Supreme Court ruled in favor of Mr. Bryson in 1973 and again in 1976, resulting in a turning point in environmental legislation by the citizen suit precedent it set.

This web article provided a general overview of a current application of the Freeborn precedent in White Bear Lake. The White Bear Lake Association is suing the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources for giving permits for usage of water in White Bear Lake to too many nearby towns, resulting in record low water levels.


Governor Ramsey’s speech encouraged drainage of wetlands. It helped us to understand the view of the public in the 1800s that natural resources were to be used, instead of preserved, and that what little protection existed was from the government.


Joseph Sax introduced the concept of citizen suit legislation as environmental protection. His book proposed a strategy for citizens to pursue environmental action and predicted some of the implications of citizen suits.


Joseph Sax, a pioneer in environmental law, former counselor to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of the Interior in President Clinton’s administration, and current professor emeritus at Berkeley School of Law, explained the national implications of the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act in this email interview. Professor Sax was instrumental in creating what was known as the Michigan Model Act which was essentially the model used to write the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act.

———. Phone interview by the author. April 29, 2013.

Our phone interview with Mr. Sax helped us to answer our remaining questions after our email interview with him, especially helping us to understand some of the more complex ideas about citizen suits and their importance in environmental law.


This article provided an overview of the case before it had been concluded at the county level and summarized some of the central issues being addressed by the case.

With this article, we were able to clarify a few questions that we had regarding the outcome of the case the second time it was in District Court.


Even as the Freeborn case was occurring, this article demonstrated that all parties involved were aware that it was a test of the newly passed Minnesota Environmental Rights Act.


This article provided an interesting commentary on the cost of the court cases, which Mr. Bryson was expected to pay, and how he had to spend his own money to prevent a government body from breaking the law. It gave us insight into the difficulties Mr. Bryson faced while enduring the legal battle.


The White Bear Lake Restoration Association is a non-profit organization of concerned activists who recently sued the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources over restoring a community resource, White Bear Lake, back to its natural state. This website described this group and why they are suing the Minnesota DNR under the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act.

White Bear Lake Restoration Association v. Minnesota Department of National Resources (District Court).

The White Bear Lake court case is a contemporary example of the precedent set by Freeborn County v. Bryson and MERA to sue, ironically, the Minnesota DNR. The case has not yet been decided.
Secondary Sources


This journal article provided us with another perspective on environmental protection citizen suit cases because it argued that the establishment of citizen suits resulted in a large number of frivolous lawsuits.


This website defined citizen suits, helping us to better understand *Freeborn County v. Bryson*'s implications.


This book provided us with an example of drainage in the early 1900s of an area with an environment similar to that in Freeborn County. The story in Murray County gave us a better understanding of the extent and type of drainage occurring in southern Minnesota.


With the information provided by this website about citizen suits, especially relating to their importance in federal environmental law, we were better able to understand the importance of the Bryson decision.


This article from an international symposium on environmental law helped us to understand how Aldo Leopold's land ethic is the common thread through most of environmental law, including the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act and *Freeborn County v. Bryson*.


This website provided a history of environmental events in the mid-1900s. It helped us to put the Bryson case in context.

This journal article helped us to understand the Bryson case's importance as not only the first test of the act, but also as a critical first interpretation of MERA regarding such issues as the government's power of eminent domain and the establishment of a prima facie case. Its extensive bibliography also led us to other sources.


Aldo Leopold's land ethic is woven through many other environmental rights issues and legislation, such as the 1964 Wilderness Act. This article helped us to understand this.


We used some of the footage of wetlands being destroyed from this video in our project. We also used the video to support our claim that wetlands were not sufficiently protected by the government before the *Freeborn County v. Bryson* decision.


This online article told the story of Mr. Bryson's fight for his marsh and the court cases that he endured. It provided us with details about the cases and gave us a general overview of the order of events in the story.


We used this web article to provide context to our project. It was an example of how environmental protection was government based prior to the Bryson case, and largely unsuccessful.

This website confirmed that the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act was modeled after the Michigan Environmental Protection Act, and listed the specific resources that are clearly defined in MERA that have made it successful and broader in its scope than other states' laws. It also provided a list of the sixteen other states that have passed legislation with similar citizen suit provisions to MERA.


This book provided us with a broad view of Minnesota’s history, including the increased use of agriculture, which resulted in increased wetland drainage. It reported specific numbers of the wetlands drained, as well as helped us to understand the inadequacy of government environmental protection in the early 1900s.


This report was instrumental in our understanding of how significant citizen suits are today in enforcing national environmental law by empowering citizens to protect the environment.


We used this website to gain factual information about the Wetland Conservation Act of 1987. It helped us to understand how the awareness raised by the Bryson case impacted future legislation that further protected wetlands.


This article was very helpful because it provided a timeline of wetlands and public waters management legislation passed in Minnesota since it first became a state, which enabled us to find several state statutes at the Minnesota Historical Society. The article was especially useful in our determining that prior to the passage of the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act and its validation by the *Freeborn County v. Bryson* case, environmental protection was by the government and was largely ineffective.

This article, provided by the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, reinforced and provided details about the events from the Board of Water and Soil Regulation's timeline. It also explained the Public Waters Inventory Program in great detail. The program was inspired by political attention from the Bryson case.


This article gave us an example of how the Minnesota DNR regulates public projects, ensuring that damage to the environment is avoided to the greatest extent possible. It helped us to understand some of the implications of the Bryson case, as well as better understand the precedent established by the case in the application of the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act.


Our email interview with Ms. Munson, a representative from the North Star Chapter of the Sierra Club, provided us with information about the Sierra Club and its involvement in Freeborn County v. Bryson. Ms. Munson also provided us with contact information for environmental attorney, Mr. Charles Dayton.


This film gave us a better understanding of how the Bryson case started, as well as provided details about the case that we had not previously known.

Norris, Doug. E-mail interview by the author. February 18, 2013.

Our email interview with Mr. Norris, current Minnesota Wetland Programs Coordinator, provided us with an updated list of Minnesota wetland legislation, links to other wetland website articles, and several books about wetlands.


Wetlands in the northern prairies of the United States, specifically in Minnesota, have a history filled with calls for their drainage by both the national and local governments. This article helped us to understand this history, providing us with context to Freeborn County v. Bryson.

We used this web article to understand the story of Mr. Bryson and his fight for his marsh, begin our research, and lead us to other sources.


The Minnesota Environmental Rights Act was explained and summarized in this web article. It helped us to understand some of the definitions and implications of the Act.


This law review journal article was very useful in helping us to understand much of the dense legal jargon used in the Bryson decision. It also explained the significance of the citizen suit provisions in the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act by comparing it with other states’ legislation and their similar citizen suit provisions.


The author of this article introduced the concept of environmental norms. The article helped us to understand these norms as well as further understand Aldo Leopold's "Land Ethic."


The environmental protection laws concerning wetlands after Freeborn County v. Bryson were contained in this book, helping us to understand the implications of the case.


This document explained the significance of several pieces of environmental legislation, including the Minnesota Environmental Rights Act, as well as how MERA has been successful.

This article confirmed our understanding of citizen suits, as well as led us to the 2000 U.S. Supreme Court case Friends of the Earth v. Laidlaw Environmental Services.


We obtained detailed definitions of wetlands and a brief history of wetlands in Minnesota with this book.


This article by the Minnesota Board of Water and Soil Resources described the contemporary view by the Minnesota government about wetlands' importance, as well as defined what criteria must be met today for land to be considered a wetland. It helped us to contrast the government protection of wetlands prior to the Bryson case with the current citizen suit protection.


We used this website to gather information about the famous preservationist John Muir, whose environmental work serves as an example of the largely ineffective environmental conservation efforts prior to the Bryson case.